
List of Historical Police Reports, Documents & CAD Sheets 

(Organized by date, town, and incident number) 

1. 2004-01-16-ARL-TARL200400236.pdf Booking report regarding a larceny from a 

building charge in 2004 where Brendan Reilly was the suspect.  

2. 2004-02-12-ARL-4002735.pdf Incident report describing a no trespass order given to 

Brendan Reilly at his school after an accusation of disorderly conduct.  

3. 2004-04-03-ARL-4006393.pdf Partial incident report describing Brendan Reilly's 

suspected drug use. 

4. 2004-05-01-ARL-4008349.pdf Incident report describing Brendan Reilly being arrested 

for underage drinking. 

5. 2004-08-31-ARL-4001015.pdf Three incident reports describing larceny from a building 

in which Brendan Reilly was a suspect. 

6. 2004-08-31-ARL-4002818.pdf Incident report describing residential breaking and 

entering in which Brendan Reilly was a suspect.  

7. 2005-03-30-ARL-4002005.pdf Incident report describing a residential breaking and 

entering in which Brendan Reilly was a suspect. 

8. 2006-08-06-ARL-6016486.pdf Additional incident report describing Brendan Reilly's 

arrest as a passenger in a car driven by someone with a suspended license. 

9. 2006-08-06-ARL-6016486B.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was a passenger in a car, 

the driver of which was arrested for driving with a suspended license. Brendan Reilly was 

searched for drugs and arrested. 

10. 2006-08-11-ARL-6016846.pdf Incident report describing an argument between Brendan 

Reilly and his father after Brendan Reilly's earlier arrest appeared in a Newspaper. 

11. 2006-11-03-ARl-6023241.pdf Incident report detailing police response after Brendan 

Reilly suffered a head injury following a bicycle accident.  

12. 2007-01-03-BDF-2007000000068.pdf Call report describing an argument between 

Brendan Reilly and his father. The police attempted to have Brendan Reilly committed 

under section 12 against the advice of his psychiatrist. Brendan Reilly was taken to be 

evaluated at an emergency room and later sent home.   

13. 2007-04-27-BDF-2007000003913.pdf Call report describing call from Ken Reilly, 

Brendan Reilly's father. 

14. 2007-07-17-MSP-2007-0A1-005060.pdf Arrest report of Brendan Reilly after his car 

broke down. He was searched by police and had marijuana in his pocket.  



15. 2007-09-03-ARL-7018134.pdf Incident report detailing the police responding to Brendan 

Reilly reporting his bicycle stolen.  

16. 2007-09-14-ARL-7018980.pdf Incident report describing Brendan Reilly allegedly 

shoplifting a sandwich and barbecue sauce.   

17. 2007-10-17-ARL-7021203.pdf Incident report. Report of larceny from the reporting 

party's house. Her son was friends with Brendan Reilly and he was at the house when a 

PlayStation was stolen.  

18. 2008-01-07-LEX-08-000025.pdf Lexington Police booking sheet for Brendan Reilly. 

19. 2008-03-08-BDF-2008000001325.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly's father called reporting 

domestic abuse from Brendan Reilly. 

20. 2008-03-08-BDF-2008000001995.pdf Call log from Brendan Reilly for abuse from his 

father. His father was arrested for Domestic Assault.  

21. 2008-03-08-BDF-2008000002068.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly reported his father for 

domestic abuse. His father was arrested.  

22. 2010-03-09-ARL-10004780.pdf Incident report describing Brendan Reilly's suspected 

overdose after he took over 30 Xanax pills. He was taken to Mount Auburn hospital. 

23. 2010-04-07-BDF-2010000003176.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's mother asked an 

officer to check his wellbeing after he allegedly make hurtful remarks. Brendan Reilly 

was reported by the officer as being calm and easy to talk to. Police decided to follow up 

with the Reillys.  

24. 2011-05-20-ARL-1100002189.pdf Prosecution report regarding larceny form a building. 

Brendan Reilly was the defendant.  

25. 2011-05-21-BDF-2011000004021.pdf Incident report. Caller is Brendan Reilly for 

domestic dispute with his parents.  

26. 2011-11-11-BDF-2011000010432.pdf Incident report. Well-being check on Brendan 

Reilly. His behavior reportedly changed dramatically after switching to a new 

medication. He was taken to Emerson Hospital under section 12.  

27. 2011-12-18-BDF-2011000011630.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's mother reported 

him being controlling and demanding at home. The Police told his mother to get a 

Section 35 order.  

28. 2012-01-01-BDF-2012000001061.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly transported from 

Emerson Hospital to Bedford Police Station. 

29. 2012-01-07-ARL-11026936.pdf Incident Report. Protective Custody of Brendan Reilly 

after two high school students reported him following them back to the high school.  



30. 2012-01-10-BDF-2012000000299.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly arrested after his 

father reported a domestic disturbance.  

31. 2012-01-10-BDF-2012000000301.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly arrested for assault 

after his father reported a domestic disturbance (continuation of earlier report).  

32. 2012-01-10-BDF-2012000000307.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father reported 

that Brendan took his vehicle and is operating without a license.  

33. 2012-01-17-BDF-2012000000518.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father reported 

that Brendan took his vehicle and is operating without a license (additional report of the 

same incident).  

34. 2012-02-01-BDF-2012-00001036.pdf Incident report describing a breaking and entering 

of a house. Brendan Reilly was a suspect and was arrested.  

35. 2012-02-01-BDF-2012000001067.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was transported to 

Concord District Court.  

36. 2012-02-01-LEX-12-000124.pdf Case Detail report. Property found containing pills 

prescribed to Brendan Reilly.  

37. 2012-03-24-BDF-2012000002779.pdf Incident report. Someone at Stop and Shop 

reported a suspicious person (Brendan Reilly) to the police. Police sent Brendan Reilly 

away. 

38. 2012-03-30-BDF-2012000002997.pdf Incident report. Someone reported Brendan Reilly 

and others for smoking in the woods. Police arrived and sent them away.  

39. 2012-04-18-BDF-2012000003627.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was served court 

documents.  

40. 2012-04-29-LEX-12-004683.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Brendan Reilly was seen 

walking down the street, thought suspicious, pat/frisked and transported to his home.  

41. 2012-05-14-BDF-2012000004452.pdf Incident report. Police called when Brendan Reilly 

was allegedly looking in vehicles in a parking lot. Cars were checked out and the drivers 

said he was checking his hair in the windows. 

42. 2012-07-09-BDF-2012000006413.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly and parents came 

into the police station wishing to discuss a family matter. 

43. 2012-07-11-BDF-2012000006526.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly stopped by the 

police for looking suspicious.  

44. 2012-07-11-BDF-2012000006530.pdf Incident report. Caller reported three teenagers 

being loud (including Brendan Reilly). The police spoke with them and sent them away. 



45. 2012-07-12-BDF-2012-000006705.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly and two others 

were told to stay out of Shawsheen Cemetery.  

46. 2012-07-24-BDF-2012000006997.pdf Incident report. After a burglar alarm went off, the 

police arrived with a dog and reported that the dog tracked a sent back to Brendan 

Reilly's house. The police believe Brendan Reilly was a suspect.  

47. 2012-07-27-BDF-2012000007124.pdf Incident report. Officer saw Brendan Reilly 

behind Whole Foods and sent him away. 

48. 2012-08-10-ARL-12018110.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly and others seen outside 

Starbucks and searched for drugs and weapons. None were found. The car was searched 

and they found marijuana.  

49. 2012-12-27-BDF-2012000012594.pdf Incident report describing a domestic dispute 

between Brendan Reilly and his father.  

50. 2013-01-13-BDF-2013000000381.pdf Incident report. Someone called to report Brendan 

Reilly for smoking because he thought he looked suspicious.  

51. 2013-01-20-BDF-2013000000611.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's mother called for 

an ambulance for Brendan Reilly.  

52. 2013-02-15-ARL-13004436.pdf Incident report. Group of youths loitering including 

Brendan Reilly. After being searched and negative WMS checks, Brendan Reilly was 

allowed to leave.  

53. 2013-02-24-ARL-13004442.pdf Incident report describing a past assault allegedly 

committed by one of the people seen with Brendan Reilly earlier in the day. Incident 

report describing interview of assault victims (continuation of earlier report). Brendan 

Reilly was later approached and told that he needed to be questioned at the police station.  

54. 2013-07-07-ARL-13016895.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly seen smoking marijuana. 

55. 2013-07-22-ARL-13018164.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly accused of shoplifting 

batteries from Walgreens. 

56. 2013-08-20-BDF-201300008045.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father called to 

report his son for a domestic disturbance.  

57. 2013-08-21-ARL-13020844.pdf Incident report describing a house fire allegedly caused 

by a candles that Brendan Reilly left burning. 

58. 2013-08-21-BDF-2013000008089.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father called to 

report a domestic incident with his son.  

59. 2013-09-25-ARL-13024218.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly arrested for shoplifting. 



60. 2013-11-25-ARL-13029650.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was suspected of 

attempting to sell drugs to high school students and indecent exposure. Brendan Reilly 

was arrested.  

61. 2013-11-27-BDF-2013000012273.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father called to 

report his son for a domestic disturbance.  

62. 2013-11-30-BDF-2013000012352.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father called to 

report his son for a domestic disturbance. Brendan Reilly was taken by the police to a 

motel for the night. 

63. 2013-11-30-BDF-2013000012354.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly's father called to 

report his son for a domestic disturbance. Police petitioned court for a section 35 order 

and arrested him. 

64. 2013-12-11-BDF-2013000012748.pdf Incident report. Court documents served to 

Brendan Reilly.  

65. 2014-02-24-BDF-201400001999.pdf Incident report. Shell employee reported that 

Brendan Reilly asked employees where he could buy marijuana.  

66. 2014-02-26-BDF-2014000002105.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly allegedly running 

through back yards. Brendan was transported by ambulance to Lahey clinic. 

67. 2014-04-11-LEX-14-004850.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Report of suspicious 

activity. Brendan Reilly was the suspect. 

68. 2014-04-25-LEX-14-005592.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Report of suspicious 

activity. Brendan Reilly was the suspect. 

69. 2014-04-26-LEX-14-005645.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Brendan Reilly left 

Edinburgh center. The center called the police to advise if he was found.  

70. 2014-04-29-BDF-2014000004653.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Edinburgh Center 

call report continued. 

71. 2014-04-29-LEX-14-005764.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Details of call from 

Edinburgh center when Brendan Reilly was late to arrive. 

72. 2014-05-01-LEX-14-005893.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Brendan Reilly 

transported. 

73. 2014-05-02-LEX-14-005938.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Details of call from 

Edinburgh center when Brendan Reilly was late to arrive. 

74. 2014-08-02-STW-14-103-OF.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly at Advocate facility 

allegedly took two pills prescribed to another resident.  



75. 2014-08-12-STW-14-6139.pdf Call log. Advocates home reported Brendan Reilly for 

leaving.  

76. 2014-08-25-STW-14-6553.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly transported back to Advocates 

home. 

77. 2014-08-26-STW-14-6563.pdf Call log. Advocates home reported Brendan Reilly for 

allegedly throwing a phone while staff was speaking with him. 

78. 2014-08-26-STW-14-6567.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly arrested under a section 12 order. 

79. 2014-09-18-STW-14-7298.pdf Call log. Hudson PD request an officer to transport 

Brendan Reilly to his residence.  

80. 2014-09-20-STW-14-7418.pdf Call log. Maynard PD request an officer to transport 

Brendan Reilly to his residence. 

81. 2014-09-23-STW-14-7511.pdf Call log. Medical emergency. Brendan Reilly transported 

to hospital.  

82. 2014-10-10-STW-14-8180.pdf Call log. Suspicious activity in a store. Brendan Reilly is 

the suspect.  

83. 2014-11-07-STW-14-9127.pdf Call log. Advocates center reports that Brendan Reilly 

walked away. 

84. 2014-11-07-STW-14-9129.pdf Call log. Someone was reported walking around D&D 

farms.  

85. 2014-12-17-STW-14-10404.pdf Call log. Male reported to police for attempting to sell 

drugs.  

86. 2014-12-19-STW-14-10480.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly transported to his residence. 

87. 2014-12-23-STW-14-10601.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly transported to his residence.  

88. 2015-01-23-STW-15-747.pdf Call log. A disturbance was reported. Brendan Reilly was 

arrested under section 12 orders and was taken to the hospital.  

89. 2015-04-03-STW-15-2933.pdf Call log. A clinician from the Advocates home asked 

Brendan Reilly to be checked on.  

90. 2015-05-08-STW-15-4279.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly reported feeling faint and needed 

a ride home. 

91. 2015-06-01-STW-15-5237.pdf Call log. The reporting party stated that someone is 

bothering customers at a store.  



92. 2015-06-01-STW-15-5239.pdf Call log. A clinician from the Advocates reported that 

Brendan Reilly needed to be transported to the hospital. 

93. 2015-08-13-STW-15-8421.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly was walking home and reported 

not feeling well.  

94. 2015-11-09-STW-15-11971.pdf Incident Report. Brendan Reilly was reported by a 

member of staff at the Advocates home for misbehaving. Brendan Reilly was arrested for 

assault and battery with a dangerous weapon.  

95. 2015-11-09-STW-15-11972.pdf Call log. The caller reported that Brendan Reilly threw a 

cup of coffee at him. (See arrest report)   

96. 2015-11-09-STW-15-11993.pdf Call log. The caller requested an ambulance because 

Brendan Reilly was reportedly anxious. He was transported to the hospital.  

97. 2015-12-01-STW-15-12674.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was reported to be 

unresponsive. Brendan Reilly was transported to the hospital and charged with Larceny 

of a Drug and Breaking into a Depository. 

98. 2015-12-01-STW-15-199-OF.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly was reported unconscious at 

the Advocates home (see incident report).  

99. 2016-02-13-STW-16-1764.pdf Call log. Transporting Brendan Reilly back to the 

Advocates home. 

100. 2016-02-13-STW-16-1768.pdf Call log. The Advocates home reported Brendan Reilly 

causing a disturbance.  

101. 2016-02-13-STW-16-1771.pdf Call log. The Advocates home called the police for 

assistance in dealing with Brendan Reilly. 

102. 2016-03-26-STW-16-3571.pdf Call log. Someone reported Brendan Reilly for coming up 

to him and asked for a ride to Shaws. 

103. 2016-03-26-STW-16-3572.pdf Arrest report. Brendan Reilly was arrested for allegedly 

shoplifting popsicles and Benadryl from Shaws.  

104. 2016-03-26-STW-16-3572.pdf Call log detailing the arrest of Brendan Reilly for 

shoplifting.  

105. 2016-05-25-STW-16-6264.pdf Summons Report. Brendan Reilly was accused of stealing 

money. He was arrested under section 12 at the Advocates home and transported to 

Marlborough Hospital. 

106. 2016-06-11-STW-16-7015.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly was reported as under the 

influence of something and semi-conscious. 



107. 2016-06-11-STW-16-7017.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly was reported by the Advocates 

home to have grabbed something from the staff and is hiding it.  

108. 2016-07-01-STW-16-7819.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly reportedly having trouble 

breathing.  

109. 2016-07-11-STW-16-8254.pdf Call log. Brendan Reilly reported that his roommate 

shoved and punched him.  

110. 2016-11-23-STW-16-141-OF.pdf Incident report describing a breaking and entering in 

the Advocates home in which Brendan Reilly was a suspect. 

111. 2016-12-01-STW-16-102-AR.pdf Arrest report. Brendan Reilly was mentioned in an 

arrest report of another resident at the Advocates home. 

112. 2017-02-18-STW-17-2076.pdf Call log. Some was reportedly harassing people at the 

Country Cupboard for money. Brendan Reilly fit the description of the person reported.  

113. 2017-07-01-BDF-2017000007503.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly requested to speak 

with police about a conversation he had overheard.  

114. 2020-07-03-BDF-2020000008058.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly reported that he 

needed medical attention due to an HIV exposure.  

115. 2020-08-06-BDF-2020000008853.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly reported that he 

had seen a man with a rifle.  

116. 2020-11-20-LEX-20-011626.pdf Case detail report. A disturbance was reported. 

Someone matching Brendan Reilly's description had been heard yelling in the street.  

117. 2020-11-22-BDF-2020000011515.pdf Incident report. A well-being check was requested 

from Lexington Police Department on Brendan Reilly. 

118. 2020-12-17-BDF-202000002085.pdf Incident report. A well-being check was requested 

from Lexington Police Department on Brendan Reilly. 

119. 2020-12-17-LEX-20-012491.pdf Case detail report. Brendan Reilly called for help and 

later said he was alright. Police transported him back to his residence. 

120. 2020-12-28-LEX-20-012818.pdf Case detail report. Brendan Reilly and another resident 

of Eliot House were reported to be having a dispute. 

121. 2020-12-28-LEX-20-012824.pdf Case detail report. Section 12 committal of Brendan 

Reilly after he seemed agitated. 

122. 2020-12-30-LEX-20-012914.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Elliot house staff reported 

disputes between Brendan Reilly and another resident.  



123. 2020-12-30-LEX-20-012916.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. Elliot house staff member 

called back because Brendan was knocking on the other resident's door. 

124. 2021-01-01-LEX-21-000015.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was committed under 

section 12 after being arrested and handcuffed.  

125. 2021-01-07-LEX-21-000208.pdf Incident report. Brendan Reilly was accused by another 

resident of Elliot house of opening his package and damaging it.  

126. 2022-02-09-LEX-22-001555.pdf CAD Activity Detail Report. An Elliot house staff 

member reported that Brendan Reilly attempted to break into his medication safe.  

 


